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ABSTRACT
In the present work we present part of a research that aimed at analyzing the contribution of Bakhtin`s speech genre theory for the speech therapy practice. In order to do so, we developed a therapeutic approach and applied it in a group care situation. The group was composed by five teenagers with complaints of reading and writing difficulties. In the present article we present excerpts of interlocution in one of the speech genres selected for the therapeutic work: the speech genre *synopsis*. The data was analysed according to Bakhtinian dialogism. The results lead to believe that the subjects were able to produce texts which can be considered adequate to the speech genre in question. The results suggest, in addition, that practices based on a discursive perspective were effective because the group – immersed in meaningful contexts of language use – developed linguistic and discursive competences necessary in reading and writing.
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RESUMO
Neste trabalho apresentamos parte de uma pesquisa na qual objetivamos analisar a contribuição da teoria de gêneros do discurso de Bakhtin (2003) para a prática fonoaudiológica. Para tanto, elaboramos uma proposta terapêutica e a aplicamos em uma situação de atendimento em grupo. O grupo foi composto por cinco sujeitos (adolescentes) com queixas de dificuldades de leitura e escrita. Neste artigo são apresentados excertos da interlocução em um dos gêneros selecionados para o trabalho terapêutico: o gênero sinopse. Os dados foram analisados à luz do dialogismo bakhtiniano. Os resultados levam a crer que os sujeitos conseguiram produzir textos adequados ao gênero em questão. Sugerem, ainda, que as práticas ancoradas em uma perspectiva enunciativo-discursiva foram efetivas, pois, por meio de contextos significativos de uso da língua, os sujeitos se aproximaram da escrita e da leitura e, com isso, desenvolveram competências linguísticas e discursivas necessárias à interação nessas práticas.
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**Introduction**

The question of reading and writing in Brazil has been much more connected to the notion of *failure* than to *success*, considering that only 25% of the population is understood as fully literate, according to INAF/2009. This situation of school failure regarding the development of literacy, concerning particularly children from unfavorable environments, has been considered by teachers and therapists as a problematic which constitutes the subjects, in other words, the student who does not meet the parameters considered as "the expected" ones ends often receiving a "diagnosis" of learning disabilities or disorders. The problem is usually approached in a way that focus what was missed so that the subject failed in reaching the targets which had been set for him, but there is no movement in order to think why the school was unable to fulfill its function of teaching. The speech therapist, when joining the complaint of school, must be well based not to fall in the risk of "diagnose" misconceptions, which may lead the subject to get even more distant from written language appropriation process.

We start from the point of view that the problems concerning lack of success in reading and writing reflect a social problem. The school, guided by an autonomous model of literacy (KLEIMAN, 2008), ignores the reality of its subjects and seems to be inflexible when presenting teaching practices in meaningless contexts. Language use is forgotten, and the student, facing an authoritarian position, gets into a circle of relations which lacks sense, that is why he does not learn. According to Berberian, Mori-de Angelis and Massi (2006, p.30):

Language clinicians must report such reality and must not collude with it, replacing a simplistic and homogenizing look with a behave which is politically committed to social transformation. In order to do so, we must break free from the bondage of clinic methods guided by disease and standard rules and join a truly therapeutic clinic, in which the subject and its individual history, which is also deeply social, are considered until the ultimate consequences¹.

---

¹ Original in Portuguese: Os clínicos da linguagem têm obrigação de denunciar tal realidade e de não compactuar com ela, substituindo um olhar simplista e homogeneizante por uma conduta politicamente comprometida com a transformação social. Para isso, é preciso se libertar das amarras dos métodos clínicos pautados pela doença e pela norma e aderir a uma clínica verdadeiramente terapêutica, na qual o sujeito e sua história individual, e ao mesmo tempo profundamente social, sejam considerados até as últimas consequências.
Given the huge demand for the services of speech therapy due to aspects that we have just mentioned, we believe that a practice which is based on the theory of Bakhtin's speech genres can be a therapeutic resource of great importance to individuals facing "difficulties" in reading and writing. We advocate that, through the relations of meaning that Bakhtin's theory proposes, it is possible to reverse the instabilities resulting from difficult relations with written language.

Thus, this work aims at examining the contribution of Bakhtin's theory of genre for the field of clinical care concerning reading and writing, according to analyses in a master degree dissertation. In order to reach the outlined goal, we designed, developed and evaluated a research and therapy proposal, set as a case study focusing a speech therapy group. Five subjects, between 11 and 13 years, composed the group. All of them were attending the fourth and fifth years of primary school, and were referred by their schools as presenting, in the opinion of teachers, difficulties related to written language.

According to the mentioned teachers, the “difficulties” in written language presented by the students were mostly due to behavioral issues and lack of interest in taking part of classroom activities; something that can be observed in some parts of the reports presented by these teachers:

"There are many complaints of pain: headache, stomachache and bladder ache"; "often seems uncomfortable during the activities, asking to go out and get around"; "shows apathetic, does not seem happy," "seems different from other students who look healthier, happier, more communicative and creative"; "does not pay attention, cannot sit still for long "; "During the explanations concerning the way the activities should be done shows to be away and does not ask questions"; "most colleagues prefer not to do activities with him"; "his look is often away, being called many times to look at the blackboard or the teacher".

---

2 This longitudinal social-historical research (MA in Linguistics) was developed under the tutorship of Professor Rosângela Rodrigues Hammes. The study had the approval of the Ethics Committee of Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina (UFSC), under the number 132/09, and of Joana de Gusmão Children's Hospital, under the record 003/09. All the Free and Informed Consent forms were signed.

3 Original data in Portuguese: “Há muitas queixas de dores: de cabeça, de barriga e na bexiga”; “Parece incomodada muitas vezes durante as atividades pedindo para sair e dar uma voltinha”; “Mostra-se apática, não parece alegre”; “Sua figura demonstra diferenças entre os alunos mais saudáveis, alegres, comunicativos, criativos”; “É disperso, não consegue manter-se sentado por muito tempo”; “Durante as explicações para a realização das atividades mostra-se distraído e não faz perguntas”; “A maioria dos colegas prefere não realizar atividades em dupla com ele”; “Muitas vezes seu olhar está distante, sendo chamado muitas vezes para olhar para o quadro ou para a professora".
Such statements will not be analyzed here because we believe that the school discourse is always predictable and redundant: it imposes the opinion of an institution that excludes rather than welcomes, and that understands the act of sending the student to the clinic as a reason for disengagement regarding the problems of writing presented by students.

The subjects underwent a speech therapy evaluation, and, in this evaluation, we could observe that they did not present disturbs or difficulties in reading and writing, since their textual productions allowed the reader to give them meaning. Moreover, the instabilities around the formal aspects of language were taken as inherent to the process of language acquisition. Than we accepted them for speech therapy merely because the complaint of school, reflected on the speech of students/patients, has led them to reject reading and writing practices.

We selected a group of speech genres to guide the actions developed within the therapeutic process: novel, theater play, movie poster and synopsis. Among them, our focus was mostly directed to the genre theater play, while the other genres were taken as consequent and necessary to an approach centered on a working proposal that involved developing, publishing and staging a play. In order to write the play, we started from the re-utterance of a novel read in therapy. As we also aimed at publishing the theater play in a website and staging it, the subjects produced the genres synopsis and movie poster. In this context, the research subjects were involved in a set of reading and writing social practices, aiming at the implementation of a speech therapy action which had as its main objective the appropriation of reading and writing practices mediated by these genres.

Forty seven three-hour therapy sessions were performed altogether. Even though some sessions were held with a single patient, most of them where group sessions. All sessions were documented by an audio recorder. The transcripts followed the conventions of writing. Data was collected from November 2008 to January 2010.

It is important to consider that due to the dimension of this work, we present in this article only the speech therapy undertaken with one of the genres covered in the therapeutic process: the synopsis. We will present excerpts of the interactions observed.

---

4 The novel re-uttered for the theater play was: Goosebumps – Ele saiu debaixo da pia, by R. L. Stine.
5 Our research draws on Bakhtin's (2004) concept of text, that is, as utterance, which is manifested in social interaction. Thus, text can only be conceived in its concrete and live reality, constituted by verbal and extraverbal aspects and therefore establishing dialogic relation with other texts, which are prior and subsequent to it.
in the therapy sessions in which we approached this speech genre, as well as written productions produced by one subject of the group (J). The synopsis was specifically approached during five therapy sessions; the first four sections were used to develop reading activities and to promote a reflexive analysis of a set of selected texts. The last session, in turn, was focused on the writing process of the genre synopsis, and, at this session, we worked with single students. Each subject, together with the therapist, produced a synopsis and versions of it\(^6\). The subjects, during the interactions, are introduced here by using the initials of their names (E\(^7\), L, M, J, D) and the researcher is identified using T due to her condition of (T) herapist.

In the following section we present the therapeutic work which was performed aiming the appropriation of the genre *synopsis*.

**The work developed with the speech genre synopsis**

After the group of subjects had finished writing the theater play, we started working on the production of the *synopsis*, which was developed as a condition to publish the play on the website. The sessions in which we worked with the speech genre synopsis were performed on the 16\(^{th}\), 24\(^{th}\) and 30\(^{th}\) of July, 2009 and on the 06\(^{th}\) and 13\(^{th}\) of August, 2009. Our methodological approach, based on the theory of speech genres, involved not only reading and writing activities, but also language and discourse analysis, providing an experience which we believe is necessary to develop genre awareness. In order to write the synopsis of the play that had already been produced, we conducted a survey, selecting texts to compose a corpus of *synopsis*, which we might read and analyze, so that it would be possible to develop the writing process. As suggested by Barbosa (2001), we tried to approach the genre in its several textual supports in order to enable the group to get aware of its textual composition.

Many different *synopses* were read by the group, being three of them taken from plays which had previously been read\(^8\). From Internet, the group read the *synopsis* of

\(^6\) Each subject produced a synopsis. Before the release of the theater play in a website, the therapist produced with the subjects a single synopsis, taking under consideration all the ones which were produced, in order not to give privilege to a single text.

\(^7\) The subject E had already given up the therapeutic process when the work with the genre *synopsis* was performed.

\(^8\) Before working with the genre *synopsis*, we had already worked with the genres *theater play* and *novel*. 

some plays being held in theaters in São Paulo: The Revenge of Milongaaa! (A vingança de Milongaaa!); Honey; Milkshake; Cousin Basilio (O primo Basílio); Betraying and scratching is just like starting (Trair e coçar é só começar); Everyone has a little bit of crazy and artist (De artista e louco todo mundo tem um pouco). From print journalism, we read the synopsis of the theater play Peter Pan and Wendy, published in Educar magazine, as well as synopses of soap operas⁹ and films being held in the cinema, all of them published in Diário de Santa Catarina (a local newspaper). Also part of the corpus of synopses was composed of novels – Twilight, Clarissa and Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix – and movies on DVD. The subjects were already familiar to the two first novels, as they had already been in contact with these books in previous sessions (when working with the speech genre novel). We also lent them the films Twilight and Harry Potter, so that they (the subjects) could watch them at home after reading the synopsis. When following these methodological steps, we aimed to address the discursive role of the genre synopsis. Other movies offered to them were: Indiana Jones and the Crystal Skull and The magical toy store.

In order to approach the critical synopsis, we took Veja magazine and CartaCapital magazine to one of the sessions and read the following synopses of films and books: 30 days of night, If my apartment could speak; In My Father`s court, Mr. Proust and short stories.

Our first action, before reading the synopsis, was observing what each group member knew about the genre that was being studied. To do so, we asked them: do you know what a synopsis is?

(1) [16/07/2009]
L: Might I know? [answering the therapist question mentioned above]
J: Silence.
M: Might I know?
D: I don`t know.¹⁰

Although we had already mentioned in previous sessions what a synopsis was, when working with the genre theater play, the subjects showed not to be familiar with this word. Then, in order to verify our assumption, we modified our question and asked

---

⁹ In the specific case of soap operas, the synopsis is, in fact, a summary.
it in a different way: *when you go to a video store and want to know something about the content of a movie, where do you look for information?*

(2) [16/07/09]
J: Ask it to the guy who works there.
M: I read it on the back of the box.
T: (To M) Do you use to read on the back?
M: No (laughs).
T: But how do you know?
M: Sometimes I read, but not often.
T: (Talking to everybody) And you? Do you read or have you ever seen somebody reading the synopsis of a film?
J: I have never read.
D: I have already read.\(^{11}\)

In order to check the subjects’ previous knowledge about the genre, we asked them some more questions: *and do you know what is the purpose of the text which is written behind the DVD box?*

(3) [16/07/09]
M: To make the person get the film! (he said in a hurry, as if he wanted to be the first one to answer it).
T: That ok, M.\(^{12}\)

Despite having answered *Might I know?*, when our original question was asked, M showed to have previous knowledge about the genre, when we approached it in a different way: emphasizing the interactional process rather than the name of the speech genre. The problem was probably related to the use of a word which did not sound familiar to the participants of the therapy group.

After our first approach, we gave them an explanation about the genre, describing the function it has to inform the core content of the plot while trying to create in the reader/spectator a desire directed to the consumption of the object in question. To illustrate it, we started working with the *synopsis* of the novel and the movie *Twilight*.

---


\(^{12}\) Original data in Portuguese: (3) [16/07/09] M: Fazer a pessoa pegar o filme! (diz apressado como que querendo ser o primeiro a responder). / T: Isso, M.
We present these texts below so that we can better follow the reflexive reading process that we tried to perform with the group:

When Isabella Swan moves to the gloomy town of Forks and meets the mysterious and attractive Edward Cullen, her life takes a thrilling and terrifying turn. With an athletic body, golden eyes, mesmerizing voice and supernatural gifts, Edward is both irresistible and impenetrable. Until then, he has managed to conceal his true identity, but Bella is determined to discover his dark secret. What Bella does not realize is that the more she approaches him, the greater is the danger to herself and to those around her. And it may be too late to go back ... (synopsis of the novel)\textsuperscript{13}

Isabella Swan is a teenager who goes to live with her father in a new city after her mother decides to get married again. In high school she becomes fascinated by Edward Cullen, a boy who hides a dark secret. They fall in love, but Edward knows that the more advances their relationship, the more he is putting Bella and those around her in danger. (the movie)\textsuperscript{14}

M read the first synopsis and L read the second, then we asked them a few questions (one at a time) so that they could reflect about some properties of the genre. The questions that we asked them are the following:

1 – Where is the first synopsis and where is the second?
2 – The fact that the first synopsis is in a book and the second is in the film represents any important change in the content of what is written?
3 – What is a synopsis for? Why do we write synopsis?
4 – What is the information the texts bring about the story?
5 – What is the theme? What is the story about? Is it possible to discover it only reading the synopsis?
6 – Find in the texts sentences which objective is convincing the reader/spectator to read/watch the book/film.
7 – Is it possible to identify the ending of the story reading the synopsis? Justify.
8 – What kind of public is the story directed to? Justify.
9 – Who is the possible writer of the synopses?

\textsuperscript{13} Original in Portuguese: Quando Isabella Swan se muda para a melancólica cidade de Forks e conhece o misterioso e atraente Edward Cullen, sua vida dá uma guinada emocionante e apavorante. Com corpo de atleta, olhos dourados, voz hipnótica e dons sobrenaturais, Edward é ao mesmo tempo irresistível e impenetrável. Até então, ele tem conseguido ocultar sua verdadeira identidade, mas Bella está decidida a descobrir seu segredo sombrio. O que Bella não percebe é que quanto mais se aproxima dele, maior é o perigo para si e para os que a cercam. E pode ser tarde demais para voltar atrás... (sinopse do romance)

\textsuperscript{14} Original in Portuguese: Isabella Swan é uma adolescente que vai morar com seu pai em uma nova cidade depois que sua mãe decide casar-se novamente. No colégio ela fica fascinada por Edward Cullen, um garoto que esconde um segredo obscuro. Eles se apaixonam, mas Edward sabe que quanto mais avançam no relacionamento, mais ele está colocando Bella e aqueles à sua volta em perigo. (do filme)
10 – In the book Twilight the story is told in the past, in the film it happens in the present, but in both synopses (book and film) the verbal tenses are in the present. Can you imagine why?\textsuperscript{15}

When answering the first question, they mentioned that the texts were published on the book and on the DVD:

(4) [16/07/09]
\textbf{J}: It is here (showing the back cover of the book)
\textbf{T}: Ok, but I want the textual support; if it is in the book, in the magazine, in the newspaper, in the website, in the DVD, in the marketing poster...
\textbf{M}: Ah... it’s in the book and in the DVD, only this?\textsuperscript{16}

The subjects seemed in doubt when trying to answer the second question, so they kept reading the two synopses in order to find possible differences. J said that there was a difference between the two texts, because the synopsis of the book was longer. L, completing the reasoning of the colleague, said that the synopsis of the novel was longer, because the book was also longer than the story portrayed in the film, and flipping through the book, said: look, it has over three hundred pages, and a movie takes about an hour. We reformulated the question to make them realize that we were not referring specifically to the size of the text but to its content. That is how we introduced the third question, so that they might understand what we really wanted to know.

(5) [16/07/09]
\textbf{T}: What is the aim, what is the objective of writing a synopsis?
\textbf{M}: I have already said, to make us want to watch the film.

\textsuperscript{15} Original in Portuguese: 1 – Em que lugar está a primeira sinopse e em que lugar está a segunda? / 2 – O fato de a primeira sinopse estar no livro e a segunda estar no filme gera alguma mudança importante no conteúdo do escrito? / 3 – Qual é a finalidade de uma sinopse? Para que se escreve uma sinopse? / 4 – Quais são as informações que os textos trazem em relação à história? / 5 – Qual é o tema? De que trata a história? É possível perceber somente com a leitura da sinopse? / 6 – Localize nos textos passagens que tem o objetivo de convencer o leitor/espectador a ler/assistir o livro/filme. / 7 – É possível identificar o desfecho da história pela leitura da sinopse? Justifique. / 8 – Para que público esta história é dirigida? Justifique. / 9 – Quem é o possível escritor das sinopses? / 10 – No livro Crepusculo a história é contada no passado, no filme acontece no presente, mas em ambas as sinopses (do livro e do filme) os tempos verbais estão no presente. Você consegue formular uma resposta que justifique a prevalência dos tempos verbais no presente?

\textsuperscript{16} Original in Portuguese: (4) [16/07/09] \textbf{J}: Tá aqui oh (mostrando a contracapa do livro) / \textbf{T}: Tá, mas eu quero o suporte do texto; se tá no livro, na revista, no jornal, no site, no DVD, no cartaz de divulgação... / \textbf{M}: Ah... tá no livro e no DVD, só isso?
Yes, that’s right, depending on the place, on the textual support, and on the objective why you write a synopsis, yes, depending on the objective people may write wanting to make other people read the book, watch the film… Then you will see that if the synopsis of a book is in a newspaper or in a magazine it may be different… Sometimes the guy how writes tells you in the end: do not get it! The film is not good, the guy gives an opinion, you know?... But let’s think about the synopsis of the book in the book itself, that what M said. But there are more things...

(Silence)

D: That’s what you said, if the person who is going to choose the film is in doubt, he can read the back of the box.

T: Read what on the back?

D: The story.

T: What story?

M: Of the book, isn’t it?

T: The whole story?

D: A summary.

M: Yes. A summary.

T: But there is a great difference between a summary and a synopsis. Does anybody know what the difference is?

(Silence)

T: Ok. What is important now is that the synopsis aims at... at informing the content, that’s why it gives an overview of some important aspects of the plot...to make people know what the story is about... and it also aims at making people who is reading it want to watch the film or read the book.  

To answer the fourth question, the subjects initially kept reporting the information that was written, in other words, they kept reproducing the information that was already given. We therefore suggested them to analyze the texts, trying to observe some important features such as the description of the characters, the environment, the conflict itself, because we wanted them to understand how the author of the synopsis selects the most relevant facts and features to compose the genre.

---

17 Original data in Portuguese: (5) [16/07/09] T: Qual é a finalidade, qual é o objetivo de se escrever uma sinopse? / M: Já falei, fazer a gente querer o filme. / T: Sim, tá certo, dependendo do lugar, do suporte, e do objetivo que se escreve uma sinopse, sim, dependendo do objetivo pode se escrever querendo fazer com as pessoas leiam o livro, assistam ao filme... Depois vocês vão ver que se a sinopse de um livro estiver em um jornal ou em uma revista pode ser diferente... Às vezes o cara que escreve te diz no fim: não pegue! O filme não é bom, o cara se posiciona, sabe... Mas vamos pensar na sinopse do livro no próprio livro, é isso que o M falou. Mas tem mais coisa... / (Silêncio) / D: É que nem tu falou quem vai escolher o filme se ficar na dúvida pode ler atrás. / T: Ler o que atrás? / D: A história. / T: Que história? / M: Do livro, né. / T: A história toda? / D: Um resumo. / M: É. Um resumo. / T: Só que existe uma boa diferença entre a sinopse e o resumo. Alguém sabe dizer qual é essa diferença? / (Silêncio) / T: Tá. O que importa saber agora é que a sinopse tem a função de... de informar o conteúdo, por isso passa em linhas gerais alguns aspectos importantes da trama...pra pessoa saber do que se trata a história... e também tem a função de criar a vontade na pessoa que tá lendo de ver o filme ou ler o livro.
The subjects started realizing that both synopses were mainly focused on the romance between the protagonists and the danger that this relationship represented for the girl. Still regarding this issue, J mentioned that the first text had more information, because it described with more details the main character: athlete's body, golden eyes... Then we emphasized that this fact does not concern the textual support, as they had stated earlier, or better, we said that we could exchange the textual supports of the synopses presented above (from book to DVD and from DVD to book), because the fact that the film is a compact version of the novel would not influence the production of the synopsis, as the most relevant aspects of the book are also present in the film and those are exactly the ones of interest for the textual composition of the genre.

Question five was easily answered by the group, they said what the story was about and pointed out that it was possible to know it only reading the synopsis, but as M strengthened: only in a very basic way, isn’t it18? We said that a synopsis is really supposed to be a short text with some relevant data, just to give the reader an idea (a forecast) of the content of the book/film.

Regarding the sixth question, we analyzed each text at a time. When working with the first synopsis, J seemed excited about reading, because she had already watched the movie (as everyone in the group) and, in past sessions, we had already read several parts of this novel. She said, however, that if she had not watched it, she would be persuaded to do so because of the description of the main character: irresistible, impenetrable, he has supernatural gifts, golden eyes ... M and L, in turn, did not agree with J and said that they would not watch the film or read the book.

(6) [16/07/09]
M: There are many things you want to get... but I think that when you talk about the secret... here in the end, I think people would like to know the secret... what the secret was.
L: That’s it. The secret.
T: Anything else? (Silence)19

18 From the original in Portuguese: saber bem de forma básica, né?
19 Original in Portuguese: (6) [16/07/09]: M: Tem várias coisas que dá vontade de pegar...mas acho que quando fala do segredo... aqui no final, acho que as pessoas iam querer saber o segredo... qual que era esse segredo. / L: É isso mesmo. O segredo. / T: Algo mais? (Silêncio)
We agreed with them that the secret, the curiosity, the desire to find that secret that was mentioned in the synopsis could very possibly convince many people to try to discover the mystery. We said that the mystery was related to the identity of Edward, as the text itself mentions: *Until then, he has managed to conceal his true identity.* We also agreed with J, because the description of the character could influence readers. However, we emphasized some aspects that they had observed, as the danger involving the relationship between the characters: *What Bella does not realize is that the more she approaches him, the greater is the danger to herself and to those around her.* We thought that this *danger* was another key word, which purpose, in text, was to create expectation.

The next question\(^{20}\) was easily answered by M and L, who said there was no mention to an ending: *If it was not like that, people would not feel attracted to get the film.*\(^{21}\) J and D seemed in doubt about this statement, and kept trying to find an ending to the story in the *synopsis.* However, after M’s answer, D was convinced and, pointing it in the text, he said: *That’s true, it ends with suspension points...*\(^{22}\) We said that the synopsis does not always end with suspension points, and that, even in this case, the end of the story is omitted, that is, the end cannot be mentioned, if it is mentioned, as M said, *people would not feel attracted to watch the film or read the book....* people would certainly lose the desire towards consumption. We emphasized that the goal of the genre is exactly creating some expectation about the way the story will develop itself, so the synopsis can only suggest an ending, but cannot mention it.

The question concerning the audience of the book/film, in turn, was answered by all of them (teenagers), as this fact was already known by them. On the other hand, the group had difficulties to answer the ninth question, they felt in doubt and eventually answered that the writer of the book himself was the one who wrote the synopsis, and with respect to the film’s synopsis, they said they did not know who had written it, only M tried to answer, saying that it was written by the director. In other to help them, we handled the romance and the DVD (of *Twilight*), trying to find some information that could give them a clue about who was the author of the texts, unfortunately, however, we did not find any information that could help us in this task. In the book, for example,

\(^{20}\) Is it possible to find the story ending when reading the synopsis? Justify your answer.

\(^{21}\) From the original in portuguese: *Senão as pessoas perde a graça de pegar o filme.*

\(^{22}\) From the original in portuguese: *É verdade, termina com os três pontinhos*
it was mentioned the names of the author of the novel, the translator, the producer of the cover, the text reviewer, the producer of the cover image and the producer of the author’s photo, but there was no information that could lead us to the author of the synopsis. Because of that, we believed that the synopsis would probably had been written by someone from the publisher, so the synopsis was uttered by the publisher’s voice, not by the voice of a particular person.

The last question, which concerned the time of the narrative in the synopsis, made the subjects think, but they did not try to answer it. We (the therapist), as the same, did not have a ready answer to the question, we just knew that usually, in synopses, the authors prefer to use the present tense. We suggested that the text could not be written in the past tense, because the synopsis does not tell the whole story, as it is done in a summary for example. The synopsis only situates the individual in relation to the plot, omitting its ending, as if the story was under progress. In order to give this effect of incompleteness and of present event, the verbs in the narrative are in present tense.

In the next session, continuing our analysis, we read the synopses of some of the plays that they had read in previous sessions, considering some of the issues already raised when reading the synopses of Twilight. Also that day, we took the newspaper Diário Catarinense so they could read and analyze the synopses which were published by the newspaper. We were looking through the newspaper and stopped at the section Varieties > Release, in order to read the synopses of films being shown in the cinema at that time: Public Enemies, Hallowen - The beginning and Frontier. It was important to perform the analysis of these synopses, because, unlike the ones read before, the subjects did not know anything about these films. The subjects considered interesting the emphasis given to movie actors, names of people, according to them. Let’s take a look at one of these synopses:

*Border*, directed and written by Rafael Conde, it is based on the homonymous work of Cornelius Penna, 1935. The story takes place in the countryside of Minas Gerais in the early 20th century. The protagonist is the young Maria (Deborah Gomez), who has a reputation - and nickname - of saint. In the old house where she lives, she receives the visit of Aunt Emiliana (Berta Zemel), engaged in preparing her great miracle. At the same time, a traveler arrives in the city (Alexander Cioletti), with whom Santa Maria falls in love. Conde

We told them that as the films were directed to an adult audience, maybe this audience would also be influenced by these aspects, in other words, by the staff responsible for the production of the film (actors, directors, writers, producers); that is why the synopsis contains a kind of summarized curriculum of them, that is, films in which they had taken part before. Even in the synopsis of Public Enemies, whose protagonist is a well-known actor (Johnny Depp), we find this summarized curriculum:

Aged 46 and with a filmography filled with striking roles, the actor Johnny Depp has done a bit of everything in the movie – soon he will be in Alice in Wonderland. From the complicated youth of Edward Scissorhands (1990) to the wacky buccaneer in Pirates of the Caribbean (2003/2006/2009), Depp follows reinventing in the screens without losing the charm, characteristic, indeed, enhanced in his new endeavor. Under the command of the director Michael Mann (The last of the Mohicans and Collateral), the actor is the star of Public Enemies, which arrives in movie theaters today ...²⁴

They also noticed that in the mentioned films the year they were released was written between brackets beside the name of the movie. And also between brackets, there were the names of the actors playing each character. Another fact that caught their attention, especially J’s attention, was the pictures of the scenes put in the newspaper.

In this session we also discussed with them the meaning of unfamiliar words and realized that they considered this activity meaningful. We could verify it due to the attention they dedicated to the activity and the comments they made:


²⁴ Original in Portuguese: Aos 46 anos e com uma filmografia repleta de papéis marcantes, o ator Johnny Depp já fez um pouco de tudo no cinema – logo mais estará em Alice no país das maravilhas. Do jovem problemático de Edward Mãos de Tesoura (1990) ao bucanheiro maluco de Piratas do Caribe (2003/2006/2009), Depp segue reinventando nas telas sem perder o charme, característica, aliás, potencializada em sua nova empreitada. / Sob o comando do diretor Michael Mann (O últimos dos moçanos e Colateral), o ator é a estrela de Inimigos públicos, que chega hoje aos cinemas...
L: At school the teacher does not explain the difficult words...
T: But do you ask her?
L: No.
J: I don’t do it either...
T: Why don’t you ask? (talking to everybody)
(Silence)
T: Why do you ask me?
M: Ah, you are nearer.

We continued handling the newspaper looking for more synopses and found, in the supplement Winter Magazine, the marketing campaign of a play being staged in in Florianopolis, The Goat or Who is Sylvia (A cabra ou quem é Sylvia), which contained a summarized synopsis. It gave more attention to the name of the director and the cast of the play and also included information related to the place it was being staged, the period in which it would be presented, phone numbers, prices, kind of play (comedy). The summary pointed out that the play had been chosen the Best Play of 2008 by Veja SP. We recommended them to pay attention to the content of this synopsis in the advertisement (as they would have to produce posters to publicize their play when staging it), especially to the section which stated that the play had been chosen the Best Play of 2008, in other words, we asked them to pay attention to the way the author of the synopsis expresses his opinion and evaluation in writing.

In hagah Guide, in the same newspaper, we found other synopses of plays and other events that were about to happen or were happening in Florianopolis and other municipalities of Santa Catarina. In this guide, we also found synopses of soap operas that were being held (at that time) on major television channels. Reading them, we realized that the synopsis of soap operas was, in fact, a summary of what was about to come. This finding could be observed in M’s words: But isn’t it telling everything? We also called their attention to the fact that the summary was directed to an audience that was following the soap opera, many details were omitted because they were

---

25 Original data in Portuguese: (7) [24/07/09] L: Na escola a professora não explica as palavras difíceis...
/ T: Mas você pergunta pra ela? / L: Não. / J: Eu também não pergunto... / T: Por que vocês não perguntam? (dirigindo-se a todos) / (Silêncio) / T: Por que perguntam pra mim? / M: Ah, você tá mais perto.
26 Original in Portuguese: Mas não tá contando tudo?
expected to be known by the spectators. Thus, among other things, the names of the characters are just mentioned; there is no need of further explanation:

Maya and Bahuan argue and he suspects that he is the father of her child. Komal goes to get Deva`s family to stay in his house. Shivani says to Bahuan that his father wants to talk to him. The millionaire makes it clear that he knows he is dating Maya. (The Way of the Indies - RBS - TV).\textsuperscript{27}

Also in the Guide, we found a set of \textit{summarized synopses}, in order to inform the schedule of open and cable TV. Some examples are the following:


\textbf{DR. Dolittle 3} - From Rich Thome. Girl inherited from his father the power to talk to animals. Comedy, USA, 2006, 95min. Fox, 22h.\textsuperscript{29}

About the activities concerning the reading of these \textit{summarized synopses}, the subjects highlighted their length; all of them were short texts. We emphasized that the aim of this genre is only to inform the films that are being held on TV, so that people can choose a film to watch. To do so, there is no need of a lot of space (not even the newspaper would have this space, since the schedule of films is quite long). Also, in this case, the schedule does not aim to convince the reader to watch a certain film, it is a kind of service the newspaper provides the readers with (keep them informed about the TV schedule). We observed, then, that the information was provided only when strictly necessary: name of the film, producer, a famous actor in the cast, a sentence that situates the reader in relation to the theme of the movie, kind of film, time, time length and TV channel.

In the session that followed, we discussed the synopses of the films they had already watched: \textit{Harry Potter}, \textit{The magical toy store} and \textit{Indiana Jones and the

\textsuperscript{27} Original in Portuguese: Maya e Bahuan discutem e ele desconfia que é o pai do filho dela. Komal vai buscar a família de Deva para hospedar em sua casa. Shivani diz a Bahuan que seu pai quer falar com ele. O milionário deixa claro que sabe do namoro dele com Maya. (Caminho da Índias – RBS – TV).


Crystal Skull. With regard to *Harry Potter*, we took the novel that gave origin to the film and analyzed the synopsis exactly in the same way we did with *Twilight*. In this reflexive reading activity, subjects were placed also in the position of authors, because they knew that after the reading sessions they would have to produce a synopsis, then this condition (of author), anticipated in reading, made them think about these questions. D said: *if it was with me, I think I wouldn`t be able to write the synopsis of Harry Potter... Very difficult* 30. On the other hand, L said *I can. I can write the synopsis of Harry Potter* 31. In the same session, we searched the Internet (other media) for synopses of plays being held at that time.

In this third session, in which we analyzed some other kinds of synopses, we were able to review some issues related to the regularities of the speech genre we had been analyzing so far. The subjects seemed to be already aware of many of the properties of the genre.

In the fourth and final session dedicated to synopsis reading, we took to the therapy session the magazines *CartaCapital* and *Veja*, so they could handle them and read what we might call critical synopses. In the synopses found in both magazines, we could notice that the position and opinion of the authors (representing the magazines themselves) is more explicit, recommending or not the consumption of a particular cultural product (book/film/show). We thought that, unlike the synopses that aim to convince the consumer to buy/consume a product (which we had analyzed so far), these may act (or not) in the opposite direction. We read the first synopsis (from the section *Bravo!* of *CartaCapital*) and then we started to discuss some of its aspects.

Premiere
In *Short Stories*, being held since Friday 11, Helvédio Ratton returns to the children`s theme. In *Natty Boy* (1994) the director had a character inventive in itself, here he unfolds the world of imagination into different stories. His purpose is to make a "family film" and recover the stories told in the ear. The warmth and sincerity with which he treats the reports is evident. But some stories sound too naive and the verbal magic is not always reflected in the images.

---

30 Original in Portuguese: *se fosse eu, acho que não conseguia fazer sinopse do Harry Potter... Muito difícil.*

31 Original in Portuguese: *Eu consigo. Eu consigo escrever sinopse do Harry Potter.*
His great success is the funny episode Ze Burraldo with Gero Camillo.  

We asked them to try to observe the appreciative tone with which the film is treated, that is, our goal was to make the subjects realize that this synopsis had a kind of evaluation, which purpose was not to induce the reader of the magazine to watch the movie, but really to express a critical position.

The subjects thought that the synopsis looked uncommon. J said: *It is not telling the story, I didn’t understand anything...*  
We said that the purpose of this synopsis was not reporting the story, as it was about several stories, then it would be difficult to mention all of them, but there were some relevant comments about these stories: *a film for the family; stories told in the ear.* They did not observe by themselves the evaluative tone present in the text, so we made them think about some passages, especially: *The warmth and sincerity with which he treats the reports is evident. But some stories sound too naive and the verbal magic is not always reflected in the images.* Before asking them about the function of *but* in the sentence, we explained the meaning of the expressions highlighted above.

(8) [06/08/09]
(Silence)
**M:** There are good things and bad things (referring to *but*).
**T:** That’s it. Do you think this synopsis... when the film goes to the DVD... that this synopsis can be this way in the DVD?
**D:** No.
**T:** Why not?
**M:** Because there (in the DVD) you cannot say bad things, only good things.
**T:** If not?
**M:** There you have to say good things or maybe people will not want to get it.
**T:** There the objective is making people get it. Then the aim is another. That is why a said that it is important to know where the text is to know a little about its role, isn’t it?

---

32 Original in Portuguese: Estreia / Em *Pequenas Histórias*, em cartaz desde a sexta feira 11, o mineiro Helvédio Ratton retorna à temática infantil. Se em *Menino Maluquinho* (1994) o diretor contava com um personagem em si inventivo, aqui ele desdobra o universo da imaginação em diferentes histórias. Seu propósito é fazer um “filme para a família” e recuperar os causos contados ao pé do ouvido. / O carinho e a sinceridade com que trata os relatos é evidente. Mas algumas histórias soam por demais ingênuas e a magia verbal nem sempre se traduz nas imagens. / Seu grande acerto é o engraçado episódio Zê Burraldo, com Gero Camillo.

33 Original in Portuguese: Não tá dizendo a história, não entendi nada...
**J:** But it also talks below... here... about the great success of the episode of Zé Burraldo (laughs).

**T:** People, oh, criticism doesn’t need to be only bad things ok, you can write a critical review and only say good things, or only bad things, or bad and good things, criticism is... for example... you watch a film and analysis it... expresses your opinion, you can compare with other things. Take a look, it is comparing the film with another film the guy directed *Nuty Boy*.\(^{34}\)

We also read other critical synopses from the mentioned magazines, always thinking about the conditions of production of these texts, considering, of course, the sphere of journalism and the purpose and style of the genre. We also observed longer critical film reviews that had written in a more argumentative style and that, unlike the synopses, had some indication of authorship.

In the next session, after the process of reading and analyzing selected synopses, the subjects started writing the synopsis of the play that they had produced. We gave them some written comments before the production of texts, which are listed below.

1. Think you are going to write a synopsis, then remember the characteristics of this genre of text. [We reviewed the main characteristics of the genre].
2. Remember the aim of your synopsis, that is, with which objective you are writing this text. To do so, reflect about THE PLACE where your text will be posted.
3. Remember your target public, the ones who will probably read your text.
4. Write your text and then reread it, see if it is understandable, clear.\(^{35}\)

---

\(^{34}\) Original in Portuguese: (8) [06/08/09] (Silêncio) **M:** Tem coisa boa e coisa ruim (referindo-se ao *mas*). / **T:** Isso aí. Vocês achem que esta sinopse... quando o filme for para o DVD... que esta sinopse poderia estar assim desse jeito no DVD? / **D:** Não. / **T:** Por que não? / **M:** Porque lá (no DVD) não pode falar nada de mal, só coisa boa. / **T:** Senão? / **M:** Lá tem que falar coisa boa senão as pessoas pode não querer pegar. / **T:** Lá o objetivo é fazer pegar. Então a finalidade é outra. Por isso que eu falei, é importante saber o lugar que tá o texto para saber também um pouco da função dele, né? / **J:** Mas também fala embaixo... aquei... do grande acerto do episódio do Zé Burraldo (risos). / **T:** Gente, oh, crítica não precisa ser só coisa ruim tá, você pode fazer uma crítica e só falar coisas boas, ou só coisas ruins, ou ruins e boas, crítica é você... por exemplo... assistir um filme e fazer uma análise... expressar sua opinião, pode comparar com outras coisas. Olha aqui, tá comparando com outro filme que o cara dirigiu *O Menino Maluquinho*.

\(^{35}\) Original in Portuguese: 1- Pense que você vai escrever uma sinopse, então se lembre das características desse gênero de texto. [Retomamos as principais propriedades do gênero]. / 2- Lembre-se da finalidade de sua sinopse, ou seja, com que objetivo você estará produzindo este texto. Para isso reflita sobre O LUGAR em que seu texto será colocado. / 3- Lembre-se do público alvo que será o provável leitor de seu texto. / 4- Escreva seu texto e depois o releia, veja se está compreensível, claro.
We must remember that the writing sessions were performed individually and that the proposal of them was to prepare a synopsis of a play that was written by the group. Due to the length of this paper we do only present here J’s process of writing.

We explained J what should be done (textual production of the synopsis), paying special attention to the questions above, and she, showing to be quite self-confident, began writing. J did not make any question and produced the following:

[13/08/2009]
In the new house KAT finds something that brings a lot of bad luck to the one who finds it.
Kat will almost die but she will discover how to finish with grool.36

Firstly, after the production of the synopsis, we emphasized the positive aspects of her text, such as the fact that she was able to mention relevant aspects of the play in a very short text. We told J that she had written a good summary of the play, but, at the same time, there were things to improve. So we gave J some suggestions to help her improve the text, in order to make it more suitable for the genre that was being studied.

(9) [13/08/09]
T: J, I think to make your text more similar to a synopsis and less like a summary, you will have to tell less...
J: Is it too long?
T: No, the size is ok, but... look... you say she will almost die, but she will discover how to finish grool... that is, you’re telling everything, you are telling the ending... do you remember in the synopsis you don’t tell the ending? You create a desire in the person how is reading... If you tell everything it is not funny... Do you remember?

After our conversation, she wrote the second version of her synopsis:

KAT and her brother Daniel move to a new house. There they find a sponge that brings a lot of bad luck. KAT cannot kill the foam or she will day in a day. The problem is that grool seems immortal...38

37 Original in Portuguese: (9) [13/08/09] T: J, acho que para dar mais cara de sinopse e menos cara de resumo pro seu texto, você vai ter que falar menos... / J: Ficou muito grande? / T: Não, o tamanho tá bom, mas... olha... você diz que ela vai quase morrer, mas vai descobrir como acabar com o grool... quer dizer, cê tá dizendo tudo, tá dando o desfecho... lembra que sinopse não tem desfecho? Tem que criar o desejo na pessoa que tá lendo... Se falar tudo não dá graça... Lembra?
38 Original in Portuguese: KAT e seu irmão Daniel se mudam para uma nova casa. lá eles encontram uma esponja que dá muito azar. KAT não pode matar a esponja senão morre em um dia. O problema é que o grool parece imortal...
We read her second production and, after that, we told J that she was able to improve her text a lot. Now it looked more similar to a synopsis, due to some characteristics of her text: it approached the theme in a brief way, it did not mention the ending (we found it very interesting that she used suspension points in order to suggest suspense or a mysterious atmosphere) and, at the same time, it motivated people to watch or read the play. However, we noticed a detail that could denote a contradiction. When she wrote: KAT cannot kill the foam or she will day in a day, she suggested that Kat could not kill it, but then she said The problem is that grool seems immortal. This last sentence could lead the reader to infer that Kat tried to kill it. But if she could not kill it, why, then, did she try to do so? When we talked to her raising the questions above, we created a kind of conflict so that we could think together in a possible solution. J thought and said she did not know what to do. We suggested her, therefore, a possible way to write it: she would simply omit the information that the character could die if Kat tried to kill grool. J produced, then, the third version of her synopsis:

Kat and her brother Daniel move to a new house. There they find a sponge that brings a lot of bad luck. They tried (will try) to finish it, but the problem is that the sponge seems immortal...

This third version showed to be more suitable for the genre. Just as in the previous version, the text presents an overview of the plot and leaves the ending in suspense. It also creates an expectation in the reader regarding the unfolding of the plot, as it can be seen in some passages: they find a sponge that brings a lot of bad luck; they tried (will try) to finish it, and the end of the text is well written, but the problem is that the sponge seems immortal.... The reader might feel stimulated to read and watch the play due to the desire of finding a solution for the mystery, which is the goal of speech genre synopsis. Thus, we can conclude that the text produced by J fulfilled its social function and that J was able to materialize her discursive intention when producing the synopsis. The latest version of the text aimed at revising the formal aspects of language:

39 Original in Portuguese: Kat e seu irmão Daniel se mudam para uma nova casa. lá eles encontram uma esponja que dá muito azar. eles tentaram (tentarão) dar um fim nela, mas o problema é que a esponja parece imortal...
KAT and her brother Daniel move to a new house. There they find a sponge that brings a lot of bad luck. They will try to finish it, but the problem is that the sponge seems immortal...

After the production of J’s text and of the other group participants’ texts, there was a session in which we worked together to produce a single synopsis based on all the texts they had produced, as already mentioned. The purpose of joining all the texts in a single text was not to give privilege to a single production.

It should be noticed that working with the synopsis from the perspective of Bakhtin's speech genres aimed to create a dialogical situation which could lead to the development of reflexive processes around language. Then, for example, when they were writing their synopses, we acted (the therapist) as their immediate interlocutor in order to, through our questions/considerations, provide them, subjects of therapy, an analytical and critical position necessary to build a linguistic and discursive knowledge. We believe that the words of another materialize themselves in our own words, as in the case of the appropriation of a given genre, when we give this other one conditions to develop an effective learning process; conditions that involve the production of a discourse project which must involve, among other things, a discursive purpose and a defined interlocutor. In this sense, it was observed that J and the other group subjects were able to produce suitable synopses, once they produced texts which presented the main characteristics of the genre.

Final considerations

Bakhtin’s theory of speech genres presupposes conceiving language as a sociointeracional, ideological, and therefore dialogical phenomenon. When bringing this theoretical perspective to the field of speech-language intervention with subjects referred for clinical care, due to learning difficulties concerning reading and writing that they presented according to the "diagnosis" of the schools attended by them, we wanted to make these subjects approach written language through meaningful contexts of

---

40 Original in Portuguese: Kat e seu irmão Daniel se mudam para uma nova casa. Lá eles encontram uma esponja que dá muito azar. Eles tentarão dar um fim nela, mas o problema é que a esponja parece imortal...
language use, in which we observe the way the concept of genre works, breaking, thus, the stigma of difficulty.\footnote{The rejection of language practices established in the school context is not a consequence of problems that constitute the subjects, translated in the school medium, and repeated in a clinical medium, such as "disorders," "riots," "difficulties" etc. The problems, it seems, are of social/pedagogical nature, they are situated in the language practices. We realize that in meaningful contexts of language use, as we have seen through this research, the "symptoms" are not pronounced. J, for example, never had physical pain during the sessions ("stomachache, headache, bladder ache") as the ones she experienced in the classroom, nor asked to "go out and take a walk," as mentioned in the report of her school. These considerations lead us to rethink the diagnostic criteria that, materialized in "labels," only serve to distance children even more from processes of writing acquisition.}

We also aimed to develop/improve their linguistic and discursive skills through the social practices of reading and writing developed on group interaction. In other words, our intention, among others, was to provide them a written language learning environment that could favor the apprehension of knowledge about language and its uses, and that, in this process, they could be able to ressignify the practices of reading/listening and textual production in which they were involved inside and outside school.

Based on this understanding of language, we chose to develop a sociodialogic process of writing acquisition in speech therapy sessions. The activities we developed and analyzed during this study led us to realize that when we take dialogue as a space for the production of written language and, in this space, the subjects’ assumptions as tools to think about their own writing and communicating practices, we can observe the subjects producing texts, we can notice the acquisition of speech genres and, therefore, the development of skills required for that. When working with genre acquisition, the subject, in contexts of meaning, not only operates the construction of the text itself, but also works with language from a critical and analytical point of view, from the condition of reader and author.

Still, the subject himself realizes, while approaching written language, that his resistance to reading and writing practices comes not from a real difficulty in learning, but from a negative relationship with writing due, probably, to ineffective pedagogical approaches. When he becomes aware of his possibilities in relation to language and gradually feels more comfortable in relation to writing practices, giving them meaning, the subject tends to assume a different position as an individual who interacts and expresses himself through/in language. An attitude that reveals a subject who learns, teaches, states, asks, reflects; someone who allows himself to be and know the reality and the values of the literate group with which he lives together.
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